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Project Health
Project health over Q1 has been good. We had a new dot-release of version 1 of the library, and a few patch releases. Additionally, we have engaged an
independent third party to perform a security audit of the library. No new contributors or maintainers joined the project during this quarter.

Questions/Issues for the TSC
There are no issues at this time.

Releases
Quilt had three releases in Q1:
Quilt v1.1.0: Adjusted the API for network communication settings; misc bug fixes.
Quilt v1.1.1: Fix packet-expiry computation in STREAM Sender (See #432).
Quilt v1.0.3: A maintenance release fixing a few outstanding bugs; deprecating unused features and general library cleanup.

Overall Activity in the Past Quarter
This past quarter was mainly focused on bug-fixes and API improvements as we deploy the Quilt library into actual systems such as the Java Connector.
We had three releases to fix bugs and make minor improvements in response to this feedback. In addition, we are kicking off a third-party independent
security review of Quilt and hope to publish findings in Q2.

Current Plans
The team is currently working to productionalize the Java Connector and enhance it with Wallet functionality to be able to store and track Interledger
transactions. A dev implementation can be found at https://wallet.ilpv4.dev and a test/mainnet implementation of this wallet will be hosted and supported at
https://xpring.io. Using feedback from this process, we will potentially introduce new functionality into the Quilt library as it makes sense. To this end, we
plan on having a 1.2 release during Q2, but no exact date has been determined.
One goal of the Xpring wallet is to demonstrate the cross-asset exchange capabilities of Interledger. To this end we hope to setup and start experimenting
with a fabric testnet to demonstrate cross-chain fungible asset transfers between two fabric networks. More details to come on this POC.
Finally, a third-party independent security review of both the Quilt libraries and Java Connector projects is underway. Results of these audits will be
published to the Quilt wiki once they the reports are completed and any critical security vulnerabilities, if any, are patched.

Maintainer Diversity
Maintainer diversity is unchanged with four full-time people maintaining the project. While our technical diversity is strong, we are all funded by the same
company, so from this perspective maintainer diversity is low.

Contributor Diversity
Contributor diversity is unchanged.

Additional Information
Not at this time.
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